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ABSTRACT. In this paper, we give an extension of a classical theorem of Hardy and Littlewood on power series. Let ip be a strictly positive function defined on some interval (6,1), satisfying a certain condition of limit. We prove that if f(x) is the sum of a convergent power series for 0 < i < 1 with nonnegative coefficients an and f(x) ~ <p{x) (x -» 1), then Sn ~ ct ■ <p(x0'n) (n -» oo), where Sn = arj + ai + ■ • • + an, xo G (0,1) and a depends only upon It is classical the following result about power series: Let f(x) = X^^°=oa™x" be a series converging for 0 < x < 1, with a" > 0 (n = 0,1,2,... ). Assume that lims-ati -x) • f(x) = 1. Then limn_00(S"/n) = 1, where Sn = YTj=oaó-Tnis theorem is due to Hardy and Littlewood (see [2] and [1, pp. 481-486] ). In 1930, Karamata [3] gave an elegant proof of the result, based upon the Weierstrass theorem of uniform approximation. See also [4, pp. 226-229] . In this note we use the same idea to derive an extension of the Hardy-Littlewood theorem. We substitute the function (1-x)_1 such that f(x) ~ (1-x)_1 (x -► 1) by a more general function <p(x). The conclusion is similar. We shall obtain that limn_00(S'n/<r2(xfj )) = a, where 0 < xo < 1 and 0 < a < +oo, a depending only upon (p.
First, we state a result which we shall need in proving our theorem. Denote by R the real line. A real sequence {cm: m = 0,1,2,... } is said to be completely monotonie if (1) cm > 0 and (-1)" ■ Ancm > 0 (m,n = 0,1,2,...).
Here, A" (n = 0,1,2,... ) denote the successive differences. For the proof, see [5, pp. 100-109] . In both cases, the function a is unique, if we identify two functions a', a" for which fQ f da' = J0 f da" for every continuous function / on [0,1]. We shall say that a generates {cm}. It is known that the set C(h) = {x G (0,1): h is continuous at x} is conumerable in (0,1), if h is of bounded variation on [0,1]. Next, we state our result.
THEOREM. Let ¡p(x) be a strictly positive function defined on some interval (6,1) (6 < 1), and let f(x) -Yn°=oanxn be a series converging for 0 < x < 1, with an > 0 (n = 0,1,2,... 
This is possible because a is continuous at xo-Define the functions r(t) and s(t) by r(t) = 0 (0 < t < x0-ß), r(t) = (xo-ß^-t-l/ß+l/xo (x0-ß < t < x0), r(t) = 1/t (xo < t < 1), s(t) = 0 (0 < t < x0), s(t) = (x0-ß + ß2)-1 -t-x0-(x0-ß + ß2)-1 (x0 < t < xo + ß), s(t) = 1/t (xo+ß <t<l). Then r and s are continuous on [0,1].
From the Weierstrass theorem, we may choose polynomials p(x), P(x) such that 0 < s(x)-p(x) < e-(l+2y(l))-1 andO < P(x)-r(x) < e-(l-r-2F(l))-1 (0 < x < 1). Then, evidently, p(x) < s(x) < g(x) and g(x) < r(x) < P(x) (0 < x < 1). Also, fo(r(t) -g(t))da(t) = ¡*°_0r(t)da(t) < (V(x0) -V(x0 -ß))/x0 < e/2. But Jo1 P(t) da(t) < e/2 + f¿ r(t) da(t), so (2) / P(t)da(t) <e+ g(t)da(t).
Jo Jo Analogously, ¡¿{g(t) -s(t))da(t) < f*°+0(g(t) -s(t))da(t) < (V(x0 + ß) -V(x0))/xo < e/2. From /J s(t) da(t) < e/2 + ¡^ p(t) da(t), we obtain (3) fg(t)da(t)<e+ C p(t)da(t).
Jo Jo
which tends to cm when x -» 1, by hypothesis. But cm = f0 xmda(x). Then, by linearity, limx^i(l/tp(x)) ■ I]^=0anx" • Q(xn) = Jo Q(x)da(x) for all polynomials Q(x). Now, since g(x) < P(x) and <p(x) and the an (n = 0,1,2,...) are positive, we have limsupI_1(l/^(x)) • J2n°=oanXn ■ g(xn) < limsupx_1(l/^(x))-Eír=o«nx"P(x") = f¿ P(t)da(t) < ¡¿ g(t)Ja(t)+e, accordingly with (2) . By doing e -* 0, we obtain limsupI_>1(l/V(x)) ■ £^L0 anXn • g(xn) < f0 g(t)da(t). If we use p(x) instead of P(x), it follows similarly from
• xn ■ g(xn) = ß g(t) da(t) = /¿r1 da(t) = a. Let xj = xo3 U = 1,2,...). Then J2n°=o anxn ■ g(x") = J2i=o a« = Sv because g(xn) = l/xn iff xn > xo iff n < j = 0 iff xn < x0 iff n > j.
Finally, Xj G (S, 1) for j > j0 and limi_>0O(l/ip(xJ)). ££l0anx!? ■ ç7(x!f) = a.
Hence lim:;_00 Sj/<p(x0'J) = a. The theorem is proved. It is clear that the Hardy-Littlewood theorem is a special case of this. In the classical theorem, cm = l/(m + 1) and cr(x) = x. The point x0 G (0,1) is arbitrary.
We give an easy example. Let <p(x) = log((l -x)_1). Then tp(x0']) ~ logj (j -► oo) for each xo G (0,1) and cm = limx_>i(log(l -xm+1))/log(l -x) = 1 (m = 0,1,2,...).
Then the sequence {cm} is completely monotonie, because it satisfies (1) trivially. The function cr(x) = 0 (0 < x < 1), cr(l) = 1 is of bounded variation, continuous at every xo G (0,1) and satisfies cm = /0 tm da(t) (m -0,1,2,...
). In 
771=0
Here, XKm = (^)(-l)k-m ■ Ak~mcm.
